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	Hadoop Real World Solutions Cookbook, 9781849519120 (1849519129), Packt Publishing, 2013

	Ever felt you could use some no-nonsense, practical help when developing applications with Hadoop? Well, you've just found it. This real-world solutions cookbook is packed with handy recipes you can apply to your own everyday issues.


	Overview

	
		Solutions to common problems when working in the Hadoop environment.
	
		Recipes for (un)loading data, analytics, and troubleshooting.
	
		In depth code examples demonstrating various analytic models, analytic solutions, and common best practices.



	In Detail


	Helping developers become more comfortable and proficient with solving problems in the Hadoop space. People will become more familiar with a wide variety of Hadoop related tools and best practices for implementation.


	Hadoop Real World Solutions Cookbook will teach readers how to build solutions using tools such as Apache Hive, Pig, MapReduce, Mahout, Giraph, HDFS, Accumulo, Redis, and Ganglia.


	Hadoop Real World Solutions Cookbook provides in depth explanations and code examples. Each chapter contains a set of recipes that pose, then solve, technical challenges, and can be completed in any order. A recipe breaks a single problem down into discrete steps that are easy to follow. The book covers (un)loading to and from HDFS, graph analytics with Giraph, batch data analysis using Hive, Pig, and MapReduce, machine learning approaches with Mahout, debugging and troubleshooting MapReduce, and columnar storage and retrieval of structured data using Apache Accumulo.


	Hadoop Real World Solutions Cookbook will give readers the examples they need to apply Hadoop technology to their own problems.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Data ETL, compression, serialization, and import/export.
	
		Simple and advanced aggregate analysis.
	
		Graph analysis.
	
		Machine learning.
	
		Troubleshooting and debugging.
	
		Scalable persistence.
	
		Cluster administration and configuration.



	Approach


	Cookbook recipes demonstrate Hadoop in action and then explain the concepts behind the code.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is ideal for developers who wish to have a better understanding of Hadoop application development and associated tools, and developers who understand Hadoop conceptually but want practical examples of real world applications.
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Reaction Kinetics: An IntroductionSpringer, 2021

	Learning (and teaching) the theoretical basis of chemical kinetics is not an easy task.

	Following the diversification of master’s programmes, shorter undergraduate

	programmes – typically three years in most European countries – do not provide

	sufficient knowledge in physical chemistry courses to allow students to...

		

Breakthrough!: A 7-Step System for Developing Unexpected and Profitable IdeasAMACOM, 2010

	Consider some big ideas that have become business and cultural phenomena: how Starbucks transformed a declining coffee market by combining an experience destination with a premium product. Or how the established notion that "dolls are for girls" was shattered by a toy line called G.I. Joe. Most people mistakenly think breakthrough...


		

Introducing Dart Sass: A Practical Introduction to the Replacement for Sass, Built on DartApress, 2019

	
		Leverage the power of Dart Sass to quickly create valid CSS styles for use within websites. This short project-oriented book simplifies the process of creating and manipulating Sass code in the browser, for websites, or online applications, using little more than a text editor or free software. 

	
		Designed to be much...






	

Scientific Methods in Mobile Robotics: Quantitative Analysis of Agent BehaviourSpringer, 2006
Mobile robots are widely applied in a range of applications from transportation, surveillance through to health care. In all these applications it is clearly important to be able to analyse and control the performance of the mobile robot and it is therefore surprising that formalised methods to achieve this are not readily available. This book...

		

Hyperspectral Imaging: Techniques for Spectral Detection and ClassificationSpringer, 2003

	Hyperspectral Imaging: Techniques for Spectral Detection and Classification is an outgrowth of the research conducted over the years in the Remote Sensing Signal and Image Processing Laboratory (RSSIPL) at the University of Maryland, Baltimore County. It explores applications of statistical signal processing to hyperspectral...


		

Python Reinforcement Learning Projects: Eight hands-on projects exploring reinforcement learning algorithms using TensorFlowPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement state-of-the-art deep reinforcement learning algorithms using Python and its powerful libraries

	
		Key Features

		
			Implement Q-learning and Markov models with Python and OpenAI
	
			Explore the power of TensorFlow to build self-learning models
	
			Eight AI...
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